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Michael D. Eisner College of Education  
The Michael D. Eisner College of Education has been engaged inactive planning since this past 
summer with an annual retreat for the standing Administrative Council, comprised of College 
leaders, including the chairs of all six departments, project and center directors, and key unit staff 
such as the Credential Office Director. 

In accordance with Academic Affairs guidelines for the 2011-12 academic year, the College will 
carry forth planning using the following timeline: 

August 2010--Convene College leadership at an annual retreat to review accomplishments of the 
past academic year and to envision new directions over the next 3-5 years. 

September-October 2010--Engage College leadership in follow up planning conversation at 
regularly held Administrative Council meetings; distribute AA principles and planning document 
templates. 

November 1, 2010--First draft of 2011-12 AA Planning Form developed by the College Dean, 
Associate Dean, and Interim MAR. (Final document will include connections with AA priorities 
and associated outcome measures.) 

Early November 2010--First draft of AA Planning Form distributed to College leadership for 
feedback, modification, and redesign; distribution to all stakeholders including departments, 
centers, and faculty governance committees. 

Early December 2010--Consolidation of feedback from stakeholder groups with generation of 
second draft of the AA Planning Form. 

December 23, 2010--Submission of final AA Planning Form to the Provost. 
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I. Balancing and Retaining Enrollment 
The College has faced two major challenges in the past academic year:  

1. decreasing enrollments in the teaching and administrative credential programs, and  
2. the need to reconfigure course classifications and significantly reduce costs due to a 

high incidence of S factor courses.  
 

Each of these areas is addressed below with actions demarcated in italics. 
 
Enrollments.  The affected departments recognize that decreasing enrollments are in part due 
to work force reductions in local school districts (primarily LAUSD) due to state budget cuts. 
In addition, we face increasing competition from other local institutions of higher education 
that offer what are perceived as slimmed down, fast-track programs.   
 
In the case of the administrative credential programs (housed in the Educational Leadership 
& Policy Studies Department, or ELPS), there is a recognition that several programs may 
have exhausted the market in LAUSD Local Districts 1 and 2. A result, the ELPS 
Department has mounted a campaign to recruit applicants from other school districts and 
areas such as Ventura County (CSUCI doesn’t offer an administrative services credential 
program).   
 
The teaching credential programs vary significantly in their approaches to the shortage of 
applicants.  The Elementary Education Department has established a committee to develop a 
recruitment plan.  Some options include creating new or better pipelines from the 
undergraduate CSUN population in combination with developing fast track programs.  
Interim Chair Susan Belgrad is looking at the possibility of developing a cross-departmental 
on-line master’s degree in urban education through extended learning.  The Secondary 
Education Department has not experienced as significant a downturn as has Elementary 
Education because of a regional emphasis on preparing teachers in mathematics and science.  
Programs such as MSTI have been helpful in maintaining enrollments.  The Special 
Education Department is enhancing the credential candidate population through a federal 
$8.5 million dollar Teacher Quality Preparation grant developed by Chair Nancy Burstein 
and Sue Sears.  This grant provides generous stipends for candidates in special education 
programs.   
 
Even though two departments, Educational Psychology and Counseling (EPC) and Deaf 
Studies did not face an overall downturn in enrollment, they too have their challenges.  
Curiously the School Psychology, School Counseling, Early Childhood Education, and 
Marriage and Family Therapy programs are very healthy (considerably more applicants than 
spots available).  At the same time, EPC does have some programs that are very small.  The 
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Department plans to merge two of the programs because they are compatible and together 
would form a program of at least 30 students per year or more.   

 

The Deaf Studies Department continues a steady growth pattern. Their challenge is to 
monitor growth so that it is manageable while the Department hires enough tenure-line 
faculty as well as part-time faculty to meet the needs of the students.   
 
Overall, the Dean’s Office is continually encouraging departments to look for alternative 
markets and to consider putting some programs either entirely or partially on-line. 
 
Course Classifications.  The College is now entering a planned third stage of course 
classification revisions. This is undertaken with a goal of changing classification so that it 
accurately reflects faculty workload or, whenever possible, the course is modified to meet C 
factor criteria or at least increase from an S25 to an S48 classification if the course must be 
an S factor.  While the College has made significant headway in transforming most 
comprehensive exam courses to a C factor classification, faculty are still struggling with how 
to address the issue of theses, graduate projects, and supervised fieldwork given the financial 
strains S factor courses place on departments. Linked to this issue is the ongoing effort to 
increase department chairs’ skills and comfort with the SOC worksheet so that they are 
successful in showing department faculty the financial impact of course classifications and 
various scenarios of course scheduling.  

II. Budgeting for the 21st Century 
The College has eight Centers that provide community support and training for our students.  
A review of Center charters is currently in process with the goal of developing better 
community outreach.  Improved community outreach will not only aid students in on the job 
training but will also provide additional resources that can help in the department’s daily 
operations. 
 
Additionally, the College has planned the following actions for AY 2011-12: 
1. Encourage and provide incentives for faculty in a peer-to-peer manner to develop hybrid 

and online classes as potential external sources of revenue.  Incentives might be in the 
form of reassigned time.  Positive and strong support by the Dean will promote this 
endeavor. 

 
2. Private class offerings from the EPC Department to corporate clients and civic groups 

should open opportunities for stronger community partnerships and additional external 
revenues.  Brainstorming a good marketing strategy with the Department can catapult this 
project. 
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3. The College has moved towards full decentralization of its financial processes.  To 
support the successful implementation of this move, the following steps are being taken: 
a. Using the forum of a monthly department coordinators’ meeting, professional 

development training will be held on a regular basis to assist departments in 
understanding, managing, and controlling overhead expenses. 

b. A carry-forward policy will be developed by the Dean in collaboration with the 
Associate Dean and the Manager of Academic Resources to encourage better 
management of departmental resources.   

 

These steps will not only enable the departments to organize their daily operations more 
efficiently but also give them access to up-to-date financial information.   

III. Scaling and Implementing Technology 
The following steps are included in the College’s AY 2011-12 plan: 
1. Reduce the numbers of our LAN (local area networks) servers from 5 to 3 within the next 

12 to 24 months, without sacrificing functionality, productivity, and instructional 
advantages. 

 
2. Virtualization  

a. Encourage students to bring laptops to classes, especially in computer instruction 
classes, to reduce the dependence on College physical labs.   

b. Work with campus IT on lab virtualization where more software titles will reside on 
campus application servers. This will cut down on licensing cost, support cost, and 
therefore reduce the TCO (total cost of ownership). The success of this plan depends 
on the high availability of the campus IT infrastructure and application servers.  

 
3. For faculty computing resources, planned migration towards more mobility (i.e., laptops 

and iPads provide more access to virtualization). This strategy, however, does come with 
several challenges, including: 
a. Users might bring laptops home and forget to bring laptops back the next day, 

resulting in faculty not having access to computers on campus. 
b. User might request administrative rights on laptops resulting in potential security 

issues. 
Facing these challenges, the College might consider a hybrid model for faculty 
computing that includes mobile and stationary options. 

 
4. Continue to provide more faculty and students support in Web 2.0 applications thereby 

encouraging more interactive information sharing and collaboration. 
 

IV. Rightminding for Right Now 
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The College predicates it's work over the course of the next 3-5 years on the assumption that 
a significant investment in R&D will yield important benefits for the College by encouraging 
faculty and staff to engage in work that reflects the following qualities: (a) improved 
flexibility when working among colleagues, as well as when partnering with the greater 
community; (b) heightened agility in responding to partner and community needs--especially 
those expressed by area schools and agencies; and (c) an increased commitment to the cross-
training of faculty and staff, achieved in part through attention to mentoring, to make our 
joint efforts more efficient and efficacious in realizing our mission. 
 
Below is an outline of several key actions associated with this plan: 
1. Appoint a Director of Research Engagement, given the charge of taking an inventory of 

active research throughout the College, with a goal of bringing coherence and purpose to 
ongoing and future College research endeavors. 

 
2. Increase the role of a grants writer for the College to half-time in order to support 

ongoing and future research and scholarship efforts. 
 

3. Deploy faculty in new formations that are defined more by interest and expertise than by 
discipline. This will be accomplished through the identification and application of 
external resources such as grants and federal earmarks that encourage collaboration and 
co- teaching within the College and across the University. 

 
4. Encourage inter-CSU collaboration to more effectively deliver Programs that are defined 

by need instead of being limited by geographic boundaries (e.g., Asian BCLAD 
certificate delivered across LA Basin by networking multiple CSU campuses). 

 
5. Hire new positions and offer ongoing professional development to staff with an 

expectation that roles and responsibilities share moderate overlap to allow for flexibility 
in service delivery (e.g., multiple Credential Office staff will be able to address similar 
student and faculty needs). 

 
6. Build a comprehensive pipeline of candidates, utilizing public (e.g., MSTI) and private 

(e.g., Packard Urban Teaching Fellowship) funds to drive demand for our various 
College programs. 

 

V. Academic Branding 
The University finds itself at the threshold of an important milestone in its history: evolving 
from an institution with a primary goal of providing undergraduate education to a doctoral-
granting academy--one that encourages and rewards the establishment of a "doctoral culture." 
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We believe that the College has constructed a foundation for just such a change in CSUN's 
organizational psyche. 
 
In order to facilitate this next step, the College has identified several planning goals for AY 
2011-12 and beyond that will, in effect, move us collectively towards a new brand--one that 
reinforces that applied research is critical in order to implement a vision of regional focus 
and national recognition. 
 
1. Continue to maintain existing collaborations and encourage new partnerships between the 

University and local schools and community agencies. This includes recognizing local 
feeder schools as fertile areas for research and involvement. It will also require inter-
institutional partnerships in order to conduct meaningful research, to design and 
implement programs based on community need, and to evaluate the effectiveness of 
professional development and intervention programs--both on a micro (e.g., school) and 
macro (e.g., district) scale. 

 
2. Rethink the business of field-based education to be characterized not simply by 

geographic boundaries, but instead to be defined by student (candidate) learning 
outcomes and potential impacts on overall pupil learning. This will be facilitated by 
considering alternate means to face-to-face, synchronous visits to fieldwork sites. 

 
3. Actively build new external revenue streams that are not driven solely by school-based 

personnel needs. For example, develop an appetite for professional preparation in areas 
such as curriculum, assessment, and evaluation among other constituents (business, 
medicine, etc.). This will require rethinking existing preparation pathways that "front 
load" professional development to equip a professional for everything he/she might need 
over the course of a 40 year career. In some part, this might be addressed through the 
development of a "stackable curriculum" that spreads professional development over 
varied strands depending on personalized needs over the arc of a career. 

 
4. Hire a College Webmaster (time base to be determined) to coordinate information, 

improve communication with the outlying community, and generally disseminate the 
College and University brands. Although, like many other colleges on campus, we have 
relied on reassigned time for faculty to perform this function, this has diminished our 
overall competitiveness in the marketplace. 
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